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The ideal sustainable Forestry Machine for all forestry tasks.
We now introduce the new Alstor 834, the successor of the famous 833. A
Swedish-made machine means that you get a forest machine with very good
reliability and quality. The machine is built in high-strength steel with a fully
protected and centered propeller shaft. The articulated steering, generous
ground clearance and eight-wheel drive enables you to always select the
shortest path in the forest, thereby making operations highly efficient and
not least comfortable. A high transport speed makes it quick and efficient
to move the machine between sites. On longer distances, transport is made
easy since a regular car trailer is sufficient.
Alstor 834 has a fantastically spacious cabin with good comfort for a
comfortable experience. It is FOPS, OBS and ROPS tested for the greatest
possible safety. The brand-new front chassis with the removable skid plate
makes maintenance quick and easy. The tractive force is increased with
thanks to the new 24 hp Yanmar engine and a new CVT configuration that
will give you more power and better control in rough terrain. An improved
driveline provides better braking performance, easier access for maintenance
and even better reliability than before. Alstor 834 now has differential gear
equipped axles with mechanical locking which makes the machine more agile, improves access in the forest and minimizes the damage on the ground.
The new load space has stronger bunks and is designed to make loading and
unloading easier and to hold the logs more firmly in steep terrain. It is also
designed to make the machine more flexible for future customisations.

Load Capacity: 3000 kg
Length: total: 5.37 m/long 5,77m
Width: 1.58 m
Operating Weight: 2300 kg
Engine: 3-cylinder diesel, 24 hp
Power Train: CVT and 3-speed gearbox + reverse,
8wd with locking differentials. Boogies made from high strength steel with
roller chains in oil bath.
Brakes: Hydraulicly operated travel brake, mechanical parking brake.
Steering: Power steering, tilt steering wheel. Reverse drive controls.
Tires: 25x12,5-10, 8-ply (27” option)
Speed: 0-25 km/h
Crane Options: standard 3.8 m, 350 kg lift at full reach
Option 1: Telescopic crane 4.2 m, 320 kg lift at full reach.
Option 2: Telescopic crane 5.0/5.4m, 300 kg lift at full reach.
Selecting the right machine for the job makes forestry efficient and
enjoyable. Contact your closest dealer to book a test drive and to get more
information on accessories and options

The machine in the pictures might have optional equipment installed.
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